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Chapter 13 

 

"Gu Chen?" Zhao Tong Xin's eyes flickered and fell on the man in front of him indefinitely.  

 

He is clearly  

 

When did you change your name to Gu Chen??  

 

"Come with me!" The arm makes an effort to support the woman in the bosom, Gu Chen eye ground 

once delimits firm, rain water follows his hair Temple all the way to leave, the whole body already wet 

drench of one.  

 

In contrast, Zhao Tong Xin's condition is not much better. The rain drenched his blouse, and his good 

posture and pencil pants stuck to his thighs.  

 

Before she made a sound, the strength on her wrist suddenly increased, her legs could not help but 

move, and she followed the man on her side to gallop through the puddles one by one in the heavy rain.  

 

"They're going there! Come on, let's catch up  

 

……  

 

Western suburbs coffee shop, two people, a cup of coffee, a cup of tea.  

 

Zhao Tong's heart took off his smock, which was already wet through, and only wore a vest. His hair, 

which was wet by the rain, fell on his shoulder.  

 

She took out a paper towel, wiped the residual water on her forehead, and then tapped on her face.  

 

Gu Chen only took off his coat, his shirt rolled to the bend of his arm, he stared at her eyebrows, some 

funny, "I never thought that I would meet you again, do you think it's fate?"  

 

Zhao Tong's heart is tiny Zheng, then some embarrassed bow to smile, "I didn't think, you will become a 

big star!"  

 

"Yes, who would have thought that a person who dropped out of middle school and a half of middle 

school could even enter the first-line film and television industry!" Gu Chen took a sip of coffee and 

looked like he was laughing at himself.  

 

Zhao Tong Xin slightly disappointed, "sorry! If it wasn't for me, you wouldn't have... "  

 

"Where are so many ifs?" However, before she finished, she was interrupted by the man opposite.  



 

Gu Chen raised his eyebrows, his eyes narrowed slightly, but he was still a little serious, as if he wanted 

to open up completely. "You should think so. If I didn't have you, would I have such a great achievement 

now? If you don't have Zhao Tong heart, in this world, probably won't have Gu Chen! "  

 

His vision is general, deep in surging with a sense of love, quietly looking at the quiet woman sitting in 

front of him.  

 

Sure enough, she did not change, as before, always like to take all the fault in their own body.  

 

Can be such a look, let a person distressed, inexplicable want to care about her, love her!  

 

After listening to these words, Zhao Tongxin was stunned for a long time. Then he suddenly lowered his 

eyebrow and began to smile, which instantly relieved the embarrassment of meeting a man again.  

 

The four eyes are opposite, and the light in the eyes is shining.  

 

She smile frequently stop, "why do you call Gu Chen now?"  

 

"It's a stage name. Entering the performing arts circle means starting all over again!"  

 

Zhao Tong's mental arithmetic nodded by default, and no longer spoke.  

 

"And you? Should have graduated? Did you just send documents for the company? In which company? "  

 

"I..." After a long breath, Zhao Tongxin's pretty face tensed, and finally choked out four words, "Jin's 

prosperity."  

 

She points to stop, also don't say much, but the twinkling eyes still leak her a little nervous.  

 

In fact, she doesn't want to tell Gu Chen that she's married.  

 

After all, she's just a double!  

 

Drizzle, sitting at the window of the two people tasting coffee, chatting and laughing.  

 

Originally not beautiful afternoon, more than a warm.  

 

The rain outside the window is still pouring down, also mixed with the rumble of thunder, there is no 

sign of stopping, the rain flow down the lines on the glass window.  

 

Zhao Tong Xin quietly looking out of the window, Gu Chen's eye has never left the opposite quiet good 

woman.  

 



……  

 

At this time, in the solemn atmosphere of Jin's conference room, several secretaries and senior 

managers stood on one side of the desk in fear.  

 

Anyone can feel the cold breath from their boss.  

 

Jin Zhengting sat in the first place and looked at the mountain of files piled up in front of him. He picked 

up a book and looked through it. But he couldn't see a few lines, and his eyebrows were frowning 

deeper and deeper. Somehow, he felt restless.  

 

No! I still can't find her!  

 

Even if it took him a whole week to get there, he couldn't find her! Damn it!  

 

The pen in Jin Zhengting's hand "dada" broke from it, and the quiet conference room made a clear 

sound!  

 

Scared is carrying a cup of coffee in MIA shivered all over, small heart plop plop after a few, face with a 

fox smile.  

 

"Mr. Jin! I know you must be tired after a long flight. I poured you a cup of tea She walked to Jin 

Zhengting's side in her high-heeled shoes with a graceful step, and handed over the cup.  

 

Some of the women's arrogant and disdainful eyes also inadvertently glanced at the several female 

secretaries standing there. See, the secretary general is not here, all the benefits can only fall on her 

MIA.Unfortunately, the design of jasmine is just on the body of the teacup.  

 

Xu Yanke's favorite flower!  

 

With only one glance, Jin Zhengting's face was suddenly gloomy.  

 

A cold breath flowed in the meeting room.  

 


